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INTEGRATED TRAC/MELPROG ANALYSES

OF.& PWR STATION BLACKOUT”

by

R. Henninger and J. F. Dcaring

Los Alamos National Laboratory

ABSTRACT

The first complete, coupled, and largely mechanistic analysis of the

entire reactor-coolant system during a station blackout (T ML B’) core-

meltdown ~ccident has been made with ME LPROG/TRAC. The calculation

was initiated at the start of the transient and ended with a late recovery

of cooling Additional coollng provided by water fronl the primary system

delayed events relative to a standalone MELPROG calculation. Natural cir-

culation within the vessel was established and primary-relief-valve action

did little to disturb this flow, In addition, it was calculated directly that

the hot leg reached a failure temperature long before vessel failure. Beyond

relocation of the core, we have calculated the boiloff of the water in the

lower fiead and have estimated the time of vessel failure to be at about

14700 s into the transient. For “nominal” corium-water heat transfer, ‘he

boilofl process (steam-production rate) is slow enough that the relief valves

prevent pressurization beyond 17.5 MPa. Parametric cases with increased

corium- water hea L transfer resulted in steaming rates beyond the capability

of the relief valves. leading to pressures in excess of 19.2 MPa, Natural

c~nvection flow around the loop, if started by removing the water in the

loop sea!, was blocked by a relatively less-dense hydrogen/steam mixture

that flowed to the top of the steam generator, Emergency core-cooling

system activation late in the transient (after core slump) resulted in rapid

cooling of the periphery of the debris region but slower cooling in the inte-

rior regions because of poor water penetration, While these results should

be considered preliminary, they demonstrate the advanced capabilities of

MEL PROG/TRAC,

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

The results of the first comple,e, coupled, and mechanistic analysis of a reactor-meltdown

sequence wItl I ME LPROG PWR/MODl were reported in Ref, 1, The sequence analyzed was

a stotlon bloc.kout (’TMLEI’) for IIW Surry plant. This standalone ME LPROG calculation



was initiated when the primary coolant saturated and was run to vessel failure The initial

conditions were estimated based upon a TRAC-Prl (Ref. 2) calculation for a similar plant,:{

The boundary conditions specified were zero flow at the vessel inlet and a constant pressure,

the power-operated relief valve (PORV) set point (16.3 MPa), at the vessel outlet. These

simplified boundary conditions do not account for possibly important reactor-coolant system

(RCS) effects upon the transient, In acfdition to running ME LPROG as a standalone vessel,

it now can be run as a ME LVSL (equivalent to a VESSEL) component within a TRAC-

PF1(MOD2) calculation, In this configuration, the calculation can include all of the primary-

system influences on the behavior within the vessel. Reference 4 provides a description of the

numerical techniques used to implicitly couple ME LPROG and TRAC.

The purpose of this paper is to present results of the first linked ME LPROG-

PWR/MODl .TRAC-PFl(MOD2) calculation of a station-blackout transient for the Surry

plant. The results will be compared to those obtained in Ref. 1. which will be considered

a base case The ME LPROG model of the reactor vessel was the same for the two calcu-

lations. The primary and secondary systems were modeled in the usual manner with one-

dimcnsional TRAC components. The linked calculation was run from the Ioss-of-feedwater

initiator through disruption and relocation of the core It was found that the event sequence

given in Ref. 1 was fiot qualitatively changed, but that all of the important events were de-

layed. The major reason for the delay was the additional cooling pro~ided by water from the

primary system that was not included in Ref. 1. In addition, it was calculated directly that

the hot leg reached a failure temperature long before vessel failure, It was also found that a

stable natural circulation within the vessel was established and that prima ry-rslief- valve action

did little to disturb this flow, thus corroborating the results obtained in Ref, 1.

Beyond relocat~on of the core, we have calculated the boiloff of the water in the lower

head and have estimated the time of vessel failure to be at about 14700 s into the transient,

For “nominal” corium-water heat transfer, the boiloff process (steam-production rate) is slow

enough that the relief valves prevent pressurization beyond 17.5 MPa. Since this is the

first calculation, we felt that it was important to test some of the models and assumptions,

Therefore, during the boiloff and vessel lower-head heatup phase some cases were run in

which the heat transfer from the corlum to water was changed I) determine the effect on

pressurization,

Increased heat transfer resulted in steaming rates beyond the capability of the relief valves

leading to pressures in excess of 19,2 MPa, Pressurization in the core region also cleared the

primary-system loop seal, Natllral convection flow around the loop started but was $Iocked

by a hydrogen/steanl mixture that flow~d to the top of the steam generator (SG),

As a final parametric case, the emergency core-cooling (ECC) system was activated late

In the transient (after core slump) to test the numerics and to see its effect upon the course of

the accident. It was found that the outer periphery of the debris region was cooled rapidly but

that interior regions cooled slowly because of poor water penetration, The results obtained

by this new calculatlonal tool should hc corlsldered preliminary but they do demonstrate Its

cap~i);litles In what follows, thr primary and secondary system model will be described

The accident s~qucn(t’ WIII then be presented and compirrcd to the standalone calculat,orl

Some of the dct;llls of tll[ (ok ul~tlor) and pararmctrlc cnscs will then be described FIII,Illy,
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Fig. 1,

TRAC/MELPROG model for Surry.

some conclusions will be drawn about the importance of including tile entire primary in the

calculallonal model,

DESCRIPTION OF MODEL

Surry is a three-loop Westinghouse PWR with a power of 2440 MWt. For this application,

the three loops were combined into a single-loop representation of the primary and part of the

secondary coding systems as shown in Fig. 1. Included in the model are the SGS, main coolant

pumps (MCPS), loop seals, surge line, pressurizer, and primary and secondary relief valves.

All thermal-hydraulic (flow) elements, except the vessel, were modeled in one dimension, For

this transient, which involves a loss of all feedwater, a simplified secondary-system model is

all that is required. The ME LPROG vessel model, which is two dimensional and is described

in detail in R~f, 1, is aiso shown in Fig, 1, MEL PROG(MOD1 ) +as a simplified fuel-rod model

that depends upon temperature alone for predicting the reset of fuel material relocation, In

Ref 1 two failure temperatures were considered, 2200 and 2590 K, Here we have used the

hlgh[’r temperature brcause it leads to more realistic timing for gross fuel motion and causes

a more severe test of the numerics.

STEADY-STATE CALCULATION

With the moclcl given in Fig, 1, a steady state calculation was run, The most important

pl~n~ p~rameters are given in Table 1, where they are compared to design values from tlw

Surry Flt~~]l Si]f~ty Al)illy~t~ Report (FSAR) (t?cf 5)



TABLE I

COMPARISON OF MELPROG/TRAC AND FSAR

STEADY-STATE PLANT PARAMETERS .

MELPROG/TRAC FSAR

Vessel inlet ccolant temperature 560.1 K 557,0 K

Vessel outlet coolant temperature 596.2 K 591.9 K

Coolent temperature increase 36,2 K 34.8 K

Primary coolant mass flow 12500.0 kg/s 12750.0 kg/s

Secondary-side water mass 136600.0 kg 127000.0 kg

Secondary steam flow 1304.0 kg/s 1328.0 kg/s

Secondary steam temperature 544.0 K 542.0 K

These parameters can and will be improved in the next run of this calculation, They

were judged to be sufficiently close for the purposes of the first linked MELPROG/TRAC

calculation,

TRANSIENT RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The initiator of a station blackout or TMLB’ transient is a loss of offsite power. This, in

turn, results in main coolant and main feedwater (MFW) pump coastdown, turbine trip, reactor

scram, main-steam isolation valve closing, and a signal to begin auxiliary feedwater (AFW).

This tra~sient additionally assumes that there is no AFW or emergency power with which to

operate ECC. We have assumed that MFW flow decreases linearly to zero in 15 s. After MFW

coastdown. the boiloff of secondary side water begins. The secondary-side pressure increases

to the relief valve set point (7.25 MPa) where it remains throughout the transient, A natural-

circulation flow of approximately 600 kg/s is established in the primary loop after the MCP

has coasted down. Energy removal by the SG is sufficient to maintain the tenlllerature of the

primary coolant until approximately 3000 s into the transient. The coolant tenlperature mrd

pressure in the hot leg are given in Figs, 2 and 3. By 3000 s, the SG energy-removal capability

has been degraded and the temperature and pressure begin to increase.

At 4394 s, ths ~JfirnarY-SYstern pressure has reached the PORV set point and the PORV -

opens. At 4510 s. the SG is steam filled, decreasing its energy-removal capability, and the

primary-coolant temperature increases rapidly. The accompanying expansion raises the water

level in the pressurizer and at 5550s it is full. The pressurizer water level is giver, in Fig, 4, The

primary coolant is saturated at the top of the core at 6430 s and begins tc boil, Temperatures

in the primary system at the onset of boiling are uniform (a 6-K gradient axially in the core)

because of flow and mixing that are induced by natural-circulation flow around the primary

loops, The Scqucnc.e of events of the ME LPROG/TRAC calculation is given in Table 11,where

it IS compared to those from th~ base-case calculation, 1 It can be seen that the estimated time

at which boiling begins in the base case is very CIOSCto that calculated by MELPROG/TRAC.

All of the o[tmr tlrncs irtc rklaycd, Imwwmr. The delays ~iltl readily be explained by the atnounl

of wntcr, irncf Iwll(,r c.1301111R, t!lnt IS avfiilntllr in lh~ veswd Flgurc 5 gives the two-phas(’ wntct

Imwl In tjw corr region for IIw IW13 CillCIJliltlOllS I+otll Crllculatlorls show a rirpld drop Ill Irw’1
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COMPARISON

TRAC/MELPROG

TABLE II

OF BASE CASE (STANDALONE) AND

EVENT SEQUENCES FOR SURRY TMLB’

Base Case TRAC/MELPROG Event

6500

7070

8350

9280

9970

10181

10387

10700

11345

11824

14877

15928

0
6430

7750

9450

10400

11310

11635

11638

11870

11874

13100

~3340

14700*

Station blackout, begin TRAC/MELPROG

Incipient boiling, begin MELPROG base case

Core “’uncovered’”

Core empty

Hydrogen generation begins at top of core

Claddifig temperature> 1273K

Control rods begin to fail

Steam temperature >1700K
Fuel rods begin to fail:

Cladding molten and temperature> 2200K

Cladding molten and temperature >2500K

Upper core plate melts in ring 1

Hot-leg failure

Pipe-wall temperature >lOOOK

Debris regions released, start parametric cases

Empty loop seal

Start ECC and open F’ORV

““Thin” metal in upper plenum begins to melt

Core baffle begins to melt

Debris region crust fails, core slumps

Lower head fails, end MELPROG base case

*Estimated from debris condition at 11880 s,

after boiling begins The level is maintained because of an equilibrium that is established

between vapo; format~on in the core and draining of water into the core, In the base case, the

only source of water is from the vessel and the core is “uncovered”’ at 7070 s. Once uncovered.

there is no more draining into the core and the level drops as the water in the core is boiled

away, A similar plateau is obtained in the ME LPROG/TRAC calculation: however, water

coming into the vessel from the primary system maintains this level for a longer time. Within

approxilnately 200 s of uncovery, the maximum cladding temperature exceeds the saturation

temperature and increases at a rate of 0.3 K/s, The cladding temperature at the top of the

core in the central ring for the two calculations is given in Fig. 6.

Figures 7-9 graphically show the state of the vessel during this phase of the accident,

The top nunlber Ill ca(tl cell represents the temperature (K) of the fluid with the largest voiunlc

frac:lon, whllc the Lo(totll number represents the surface temperature of the structure or fuel

7
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Fig. 6.

Comparison of maximum cladding temperature,

pins (In cells that contain both fuel pins and structure, the pin-surface temperature is shown).

Dotted-line density is proportional to liquid water volume fraction, while the angle of the

dotted line from the vertical is proportional to hydrogen partial pressure. The fuel-pin volume

fraction is represented by the vertical solid lines, while inpenetrable (in the two-dimensional

sense) walls are represented by closely spaced parallel lines, The velocity vectors show a

four-point average of the axial and radial interface velocities for the fluid with the largest

volume fraction in that cell, Additional imbedded flow paths that represent the control-rod

drive covers and the upper-head spray nozzles are not shown for clarity, Figure 7 shows the

state of the vessel when boiling has just begun at 6440 s. At this time in the transient, there

is a flow of approximately 420 kg/s through the vessel. The temperature difference across

the core is seen to be 6 K axially and uniform radially, The thin structure and rod-surface

temperatures are within 1-3 K of the liquid temperature,

Figure 8 shows the vessel at 8360 s when the core is approximately 60% steam filled,

13y this time, a multidimensional circulation pattern has developed in the upper plenum that

reaches down into the core Steam exits the center of the core at 672 K, flows upward, is
cooled in the upper plenum to 655 K, and re-enters the core at the outer radial edge. There

it is heated and it flows back to the center of the core. The flow up the center of the upper

plenum is larger than the flow out of the vessel and the steam exiting the vessel is 14 K

cooler than the steam exiting the core, Figure 9 shows the vessel at 9555 s, about 105 s

af[er the core has filled with steam. The cil:ulatlon that developed earlier persists. but now

extends one axial cell further downward into the core An 83-K radial temperature gradient

has developed across the top of the core as a result of heat transfer to cooler structures at

8
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Fig. 9.

Vessel flows and temperatures at 9555 s.

the outer radial boundary. Note that the circulation has moved super-heated steam to the

bottom of the core where it can contact the water below the core. The steam flowing from the

vessel is 76 K cooler than that exiting the core arrd the flow rate remains low compared to the

t}lat in th~ upper plenum, A possibly important effect of the primary system is the disruption

of in-vessel natural circulation when the PORV opens to maintain ..le system pressure. In

our model the valve opens in 2 s when the pressure in the pressurizer goes above 16.3 MPa.

Figures 10a-b show the effect of the valve action on the flows and temperatures in the vesst+

at a point in the transient 300 s before cladding oxidation begins (10130 s). At this time,

the core has been empty for almost 800 s and the cladding is close to 1200 K at the top of .

the core in the center radial ring. The pressurizer still has approximately 3 m of water (see

Fig, 4). This water is important in that it decreases the rate of depressurization when the

PORV opens (flashing of this water tends to maintain the pressure). The pressure at the

hot-leg connection drops 0,6 MPa in a period of approximately 20 s, at which point the PORV

closes and the pressure once again increases, This pressure decrease results in increased

steaming in t!]e lower plenum which, in turn, cools the bottom of the core changing the flow

there. The core-top and upper-plenum temperatures do not change significantly, This can

be seen by comparing Figs, 10a and 10b, Because the temperatures at the top of the core

and upper plenum drive tile flow, the flow is not affected, This can be seen in the figures.

When the PORV closes, the flow throughout the vessel, similar to that in Fig, 10a, is rapidly
re-established,

10
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10134

Fig, 10a,
Vessel flows and temperatures at 10134 s (PORV about to open),

50 Cws

Fig, 10b,
Vessel flows and temperatures at 10144 s (mnxilnum effect of open PORV),
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At 10400 s, the rods in radial ring 1 at the top of the core (in level 8) are at 1273 K

and begin to oxidize. Oxidation results in an increase in the rod-heating rate from C.3 K/s to

0.8 K/s (Fig. 6). The rapidly increasing fluid and structural temperatures in the core region

will czuse failure and the formation of debris regions. The first component to fail will be those

porticns of the ccntrol rods whose stainless steel cladding has reached the 1700-K melting

point.

The liquefied control materials drain from the failed rods into tile intact core and proceed

downward until they have given up enough hei. t to cooler structures to cause them to freeze.

The absorber material, whose freezing point is 1070 K, flows downward through the core, The

minimum rod temperature in the core when absorber material begins to move is approximately

1200 K in node 4 at the bottom of the core. Therefore, the absorber material does not freeze

until It contacts water in the lower plenum. Heat transfer from the absorber material to the

water causes st;aming in the lower plenum which, in turn. cools node 4 rods in all three

rings, Continued heating results in the hottest rods reaching 1850 K at 11500 s, at which

point a change in the ZrOz lattice structure causes an increase in the oxidation rate. The

increased oxidation is manifested in a change in the rod-heating rate from 0.8 K/s to 2-5 K/s,

which can be seen in the rod temperature plots (Fig. 6). With increased heating, the rods

rapidly reach the cladding melting point (2180 K) and then the failure temperature (2500 K),

In ring 1 at node 9 (the hottest location in the core), these events occur at 11560 s and

11635 s, respectively Rod failure is indicated by the point at which the line ends in the rod

temperature plots. Referring to Table 11, it can be seen that the first fuel failure occurred

1400 s (24 rein) later than In the base case This delay, as mentioned before, was because of

additional cooling that was provided by water from the RCS, A closer examination of the cold

Iep, reveals that there is a steady, albeit low (l-5 kg/s), flow into the vessel even after the

loops have drained. This low flow is a result of the fact that the vapor above the loop seal

on the SG side remains approximately at the local saturation temperature (relatively dense),

while the vapor or] the vessel side becomes increasingly less dense. The level on the vessel

side thus increases, allowing water to run into the cold leg and vessel. Over the next 100 s,

all of the fuel rods in ring 1 but the lowest level in the core fail. Fuel material from the upper

levels relocates dowr(ward to the bottom of the core where it freezes, blocks further downward

motion, and forms a debris region, Some of the fuel material (corium) relocates out of the

bottom of the core, contacts water, and induces steaming, The relocated ring-1 fuel heats the

fuel in ring 2 at the core midplane, causing it to fail at 11772 s, Continued heating induces

failures in ring 3 at the core midplanc at 11803 s. The state of the vessel at 11859 s is given

in Fig, 11, At this time, fhe two-phase water level is at the diffuser plate, The lower head has

about 3700 kg of coriurr, that has cooled to the local water ~aturation temperature, Ring-1

fuel has failed In all but level 4 (the bottom level of the core), Rings-2 and -3 fuel has failed In

levels 6 and 7 irnd is rflsintegratlrrg in Icvel 5, This debris region in the core (indicated by the

Xs in the flgurc) accounts for approximately 60 tonnes of corium at an average temperature

of 2260 K

The fuel rods In Ievcls 8 and 9 are oxidizing and heating rapidly and will reach the failure

temperature within 30 s, The highest ter,lperatures in the vessel are at these Ievcls: the flow

pattern is thus up the outer rings and down the center ring, as can be seen in the figure The

“’thin” metal in the upper plenum is close to its melting temperature (1700 K), Interestingly,

12
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Fig. 11,

Vessel flows and temperaturesat 11859s.

the flow in the upper plenum remains in the normal (clockwise) direction. The upper plenum

is 95°A hydrogen because of the oxidation taking place at the top of the core. Referring to

Table 11, it can bc seen that the hot-!eg wall is estimated to fail at approximately 11870 s

into the transient. The ME LPROG/TRAC parametric cases were begun shortly after this

time, Because the parametric cases represent a major deviation from “nominal” ME LPROG-

predicted results, it is worthwhile to review the RCS behavior up to his time, At the time

the parametric cases were begun, the RCS had water only in the loop seal on the suction

side of the MCP, This water effectively blocked vapor flow around the llCS, The water in the

loop seal and the steam in the cold leg and SG were close to the local saturation temperature
(62(1 K) Because of this relatively low vapor temperature, the components in this region of

the RCS, in particular the vulnerable pump seals and SG tubes, also remained relatively cool,

Figure 12 gives the tube-wall temperature at the inlet of the SG throughout the transient,

The figure shows that the tubes remain below 630 K until, as a parametric case, the loop seal

was emptied at 13100 s and flow around the RCS began, The vapor temperature in the hot

leg on the path fronl the vessel to the PORV, on the other hand, ts well above the saturation

temperature, Flgurc 13 gives the vapor temperature in the hot leg at the vessel connection,

Up to 8300 s, th~ tcmpcraturc remains near saturation, After 8300 S, the boiloff that empties

the core region malntalrts a steady flow of superheated vapor until approximately 9450 s, This

steady flow decreases wherl the core is emnty and an oscillatory temperature is seen until the

pressurizer ●mpties at 11740 s, The oscillatory behavior is a result of the PORV opening

and closing, When the PORV opens hot steam flows out of the vessel and the temperature

increases, When the PORV closes, water drains inlo the hot leg from the pressurizer and [ho

13



temperature decreases, approaching the saturation temperature, as the water flashes cooling

the hot-leg vapor. The effect of the vapor on the hot-leg wall temperature is shown in

Fig. 14.

The figure shows a steady ~ncrease in the hot-leg wall temperature at the vessel connection

and at 11870 s it is at 1000 K. The surge line wall remains relatively cool until the pressurizer

is almost empty (compare Figs. 4 and 14): thereafter, it rapidly heats to 1400 K. The surge-

Iine heats more rapidly because it is a thinner. smaller-diameter pipe. Initial indications are

ttrat a wall will fail rapidly if the temperature is above 1000 K (Ref. 6). If this is the case,

then system depressurization by this means is likely by 11870 s into the transient. Note

that this failure would occur before core slump and 2000 s before the estimated vessel failure

time. Because primary-system depressurization repre~ents a major break point and because

debris-region heatup and crust failure were studied in detail in Ref, 1, it was decided to begin

some parametric cases at this time in the calculation,

PARAMETRIC CASES
The parametric cases that were run represent either changes to key assumptions or

parameters in the main calculation, or auxiliary calculations to look at some specific items of

interest. The first thing that was done was to release the debris regions. allowing them to

relocate to the lower head. Strictly, the crusts holding the debris regions in the core were still

frozen and would have required approximately 1000 s to melt. On the other hand, considerably

more material could have relocated to the lower head than was predicted by the existing simple

crust-and-debris-region formation models, These models are currently being replaced by the

more mechanistic CORE module, which allows fuel dissolution by the cladding and candling,

Release of the debris regions at 11874 s allows hot (2260 K) corium to contact saturated

water in the lower plenum. In the first fraction of a second. direct contact between corium

and water produces large quantities of steam that causes film boiling, The boiling rapidly

reduces the level in the lower plenum, as can be seen in Fig. 4, and raises the system pressure

as can be seen in Fig. 3, The PORV is unable to maintain the system pressure and the

safety valve opens for 12 s, as most of the water in the lower plenum is boiled off in this time

period, The water rcnlaininE in the vessel is boiled away over the next 14 rein, The condition

in the vessel during [he boilof~ is shown in rig, 15. The figure shows that there is a small

quantity of water in the lower head that is boiling, The flow of steam up through the debris

region both COOISmaterials and oxidizes zirconium, The flow is to the upper plenum with no

recirculation, out of the vessel to the hot leg, and out the PORV, which remains fully open

until approxirrlately 12500 s, when almost all of [he water has boiled away, With the vessel

depleted of water, Iowerhead heating by conduction from the debris will lead to lower-head

failure at 14700 s The following parametric cases address the question of coolir~g provided by

circulation around (he primary loop or late actuation of the ECC system Before proceeding

with those cases, the eflect of higher corium. water heat transfer is exan~incd, “Nominal” heat

transfer from corium to water in the lower plenum is determined by a fixed-diameter (0,1 m)

corium sphere, The resulting system pressurization was discussed in the preceding paragraph,

If the sphere diameter is reduced to 0,01 m, the increased surface area results in a steaming

rate that cannot be accommodated by tlw safety valves and the system pressure increases to

192 MPa, This is shown by the dashed line in Fig 3, which displays the pressure in the hot

leg
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Vessel flows and temperatures at 13785 s.

This pressure level would certainly increase the likelihood of atl RCS failure at core slump.

The pressure increase in the core also induced a pressure drop across the loop seal that was

high enough to move the water out of the loop seal, thus opening the possibility of flow around

the primary loop, The effects of emptying the loop seal are examined next,

After the core debris had completely boiled the water in the lower plenum away, the water

in the loop seal was removed 10 determine the effect of reestablishing natural circulation

around the primary loop, The flow incre~sed and a large amount of energy (1500 MJ) was

removed from the gas. increasing the SG-tube temperature from 630 K to 800 K, as can be

seen in Fig, 12, About 100 s after the loop seal had been cleared, the mixture of steam and

hydrogen at the top of the SC lubes was low enough in density that the driving force for

natural circulation ended, ending the f!ow around the loop, Thus, it appears that whiie the

potential for removing a large amount of energy by means of natural circulation exi~ts, flow

around the loop will be blocked either by water in the loop seal or by a low-density mixture

of steam and $ydrogen at the top of the SG.

The final parametric, case that was considered was to activate the ECC system and open

the POPV at 1334(.) s Into the transient, Flow through the POR\~ decreases the system
pressure to about 100 MPa quickly, Boiling of ECC water as it contacts hot debris in th~

lower vessel head maintains the pressure at 10,0 MPa At the cnd of the calculation at

13800 s, water from the ECC system is collecting at the botlom of the downcomer. Very Iltthl

water has penetrated into the main debris regton in the lower head Instead, steam formation

on contact with [he hot dcbrts flows up through the debris, as is shown in Fig, 16 Tlw

averagr dcbrls tclnporature at the end of the calculation IS approximately 1100 K. hnvin~ been
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cooled an average of approximately 1.2 K/s from the time that the loop seal was cleared at

13100 s when the cooling process was begun. The upper-plenum structure is also cooling at

approximately 1 K/s, but it remains hotter than the debris region, as can be seen in Fig, 16,

The system is recovering, so the calculation was terminated at 13800 s, :

CONCLUSIONS

The first complete, coupled, and largely n]echanistic analysis of a TM LB’ (station black-

out) core-meltdown accident has treen made with ME LPROG/TRAC. The calculation was

initiated at the start of the transient and ended with a late recovery of cooling. It was found

that the event sequence given in Ref. 1 (a standalone ME LPROG calculation) was not quali-

tatively changed, but all of the important events were delayed, The major reason for the delay

was the additional cooling provided by water from the primary system that was not included

in Ref, 1. In addition. it was calculated directly that the hot-leg nozzle reached a failure tem-

perature long before vessel failure, It was also found that a stable natural circulation within

the vessel was established and that p:imary-relief-v alve action did little to disturb this flow,

thus corroborating the results obtained In Ref. 1.

Beyond relocation of the core. we have calculated th~ boiloff of the water in the lower

head and have estimated the time of vessel failure to be dt about 14700 s into the transient,

For “nominal” corium-water heat transfer. the boilofl process (steam-production rate) is slow

enough that the relief valves prevent pressurization beyond 17.5 MPa. Since this is the

first calculation, we felt that it was important to test some of the models and assumptions.

Thereforr, during the boiloff and vessel lower-head heatup phase, some cases were run in

which the heat transfer from the corium to water was changed to determine the effect of

pressurization and debris-region temperature, Increased heat transfer resulted in ,teaming

rates beyond the capability of the relief valves, leading to pressures i~ excess of 19,2 MPa.

Natural convection flow around the loop, if started by removing the water in the loop

seal, was blocked by a relatively less dense hydrogen/steam mixture that flowed to the top of

the S6 As a final parametric case, the ECC system was activated late in the transient (after

core slump) to test the numerics and to see its effect upon the course of the accident, It was

found that the outer periphery of the debris region was cooled rapidly but that interior regions

cooled slowly because of poor waler penetration,

The results obtained by this new calculational tool should be considered preliminary,

but they do demonstrate its capabilities and the importance of including the effects of the

RCS, Most of the important phenomena occurring in the accident sequence were modeled

in this calculation, The important exceptions are a treatment of cladding motion prior to

major disruption of the fuel rods (as treated by the CORE module) and a treatment of the

fission product release, transport, and deposition (as treated by the VICTORIA module that

is being implemented) The calculation will be rerun with the CORE and VICTORIA modules

implcnlented to deterrtlln~ the effects of the phcr]omcnti that they modpl
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